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Email: info@grampower.com
Website: www.grampower.com

Job Title

Data Analyst

Department

Technology

Location

Jaipur/Delhi

About Gram Power

Gram Power is an energy technology company founded out of Berkeley,
California. We have developed disruptive Smart Grid technology to radically
change the way electricity is supplied to and consumed by users. Our work has
resulted in us designing the lowest cost smart meter in the world, the most
advanced power distribution management technology and a Smart Grid solution
for delivering energy to remote areas. Our technology enables rural and urban
consumers to access reliable and clean energy, and to control and optimize their
electricity expenses using their phones. Consumers pay for power just like they
purchase recharge coupons for cell phones and interact with their power
distribution companies like never before. Our technology also helps eliminate
theft, pilferage or non-payment of power bills and was selected by NASA among
the top 10 cleantech innovations around the world.

About The Position

Job Responsibilities

We have so far brought Smart Grids to 30 remote areas in rural India and are now
poised to take our technology to the national grid by managing power distribution
for India's biggest private power distribution company. We will also be soon
launching in Africa to bring energy to 1 million families. With strong funders from
Europe and Silicon Valley, we are now bringing the benefits of our intelligent
energy technology to rural and urban areas worldwide.
This position will primarily be responsible for finding creative solutions to complex
problems. You should love the magic of data and be obsessed with using it to
make the world more efficient. Data will trigger you (and in turn the people
surrounding you) to set high standards, challenge status quo and play at the top of
the game.






Maintain, build, and optimize company dashboards for all e-commerce
analytics
Be responsible for the daily update of data sources and the delivery of
internal analytics products
Evaluate the business from a data driven perspective to provide
actionable A/B testing recommendations as well other areas of
optimization
Field ad hoc data analysis requests from various stakeholders
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Qualification and
Experience






Competency

Perform long-term research projects leveraging a variety of statistical
techniques
Work directly with our Product, Marketing, and Engineering Departments
to make sure all parts of the business are tracked correctly
BA/BS degree with emphasis on coursework of a quantitative nature
(engineering, computer science, mathematics, physics, statistics,
economics or finance) or equivalent practical experience.
2+ years of relevant industry experience
2+ year of working with web analytics (e.g. Google Analytics, Omniture,
etc.)
2+ years of experience with statistical analysis, visualization, data mining
tools such as Python, or Perl scripting, SQL query writing, and working
with large databases

Necessary Skills



Demonstrated experience developing advanced predictive algorithms and
behavior models which solve e-commerce problems
Proven ability to provide thorough and thoughtful analyses that balances
expediency with analytical rigor while using sophisticated statistical
techniques

Desired Skills:






What You Will Get






Culture at Gram
Power

Cloud, AWS
Django
Linux
Version control Git
Shell Scripting

Competitive package
Electric workspace – talented people, open innovation, X-Box, caffeine,
flexible and compulsory vacations!
Experience working in a global environment as we build up our
operations overseas
Be part of and witness high impact work

We support:
 Ideas
 Innovation
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Interactions with
Inter Functional
Departments

 Autonomy
We Expect:
 Hunger for Learning
 Unrest for Scale
 Problem solver
R&D, Operations, Business Development

Reports to

Project Lead

Contact

Please forward your resume and cover letter to jobs@grampower.com

*** Employee’s Roles and responsibilities at the Company can be modified/ changed at the discretion of the
management from time to time.
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